Abstract: Getting ready and developing foresee a remarkable event in association reasonableness and in the workplace people’s views. Preparation has guidelines for employee sustainability, stability and health and understanding. All allegiances that use people want their workers to prepare and grow. Many associations understand this important and put a considerable effort and money getting ready and progression. Such theory may appear to be the use of commission scheduling and staff headway and the payment of compensation to staff that are gearing up and improved. The exuberance for gearing up and progressing involves the provision and maintenance of space and equipment. It also implies that the operating power, used in the critical business limits of the association, for example, formation, maintenance, arrangements. The promotion and encouragement of the board will likewise promote their thinking and actions. From time to time to support the growth and movement of preparation. This implies that they are expected to pay less respect to practices that are evidently gradually gainful to the extent of the important business of the affiliation. In any case, excitement for preparing and moving forward is usually regarded as an exceptional method of planning to keep up with the right bent now and later.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of Human resource the board, getting ready and progression is the field stressed over various leveled activity anticipated bettering the show of individuals and social affairs in legitimate settings. It has been known by a couple of names, including laborer improvement, human resource progression, and learning and improvement. Planning and progression encompasses three key activities: getting ready, preparing, and improvement. Garavan, Costine, and Heraty, of the Irish Institute of Training and Development, note that these considerations are every now and again seen as synonymous. Regardless, to masters, they join three confined, but interrelated, practices setting up this activity is both focused upon, and surveyed against, the movement that a person starting at now holds. Preparing this activity focuses upon the vocations that an individual may conceivably hold later on, and is evaluated against those occupations. Improvement this development focuses upon the activities that the affiliation using the individual, or that the individual is a bit of, may share later on, and is for all intents and purposes hard to survey. [1]-[3]

II. NEED FOR BASIC PURPOSE OF TRAINING

1. To increment profitability
2. To improve quality
3. To Help an organization meet its individual needs in the future to improve its authoritative environment
4. Obsolescence avoidance
5. Personnel development

III. OBJECTIVES

1. To know the opinion of the management and the Beneficiaries of Raj about the training and development of their organization.
2. To recommend solutions and suggestions also help to improve their training for the trainees.

IV. TRAINING METHODS

Preparing is customarily depicted as tending to be categorized as one of two classifications at work preparing or off-the-work preparing. At work preparing happens when the student isn’t expelled from the working environment. Preparing embraced along these lines has the upside of being promptly transferable to the work circumstance and is commonly viewed as modest and financially savvy. Be that as it may, it can likewise have all the earmarks of being irregular and indiscriminate in its apparatus our and application. [10]-[15] Off-the activity preparing happens when the learner is expelled from the working environment to (for example) go to an instructional class. While the substance of off-the-work preparing can be progressively sure, how much it tends to be applied back to the work spot isn’t.
V. RESULTS

- The study reveals that 60% of the respondents have confidence with the superiors and 30% they having confidence with the superiors sometimes and 10% they don’t have confidence with the superiors.
- Regarding the training methods, 70% of the respondents were highly satisfied 20% were satisfied and 10% were not satisfied with the training methods.
- The study also revealed that 64% of the respondents felt that they are satisfied with on the Job training and 36% were not satisfied with on the Job training.[16]-[20]

VI. SUGGESTIONS

In the course of the study, the following are suggested to increase the Training and development of employees in Raj, Chennai.

- Job training provided in the company is satisfactory, but it has to be increased further for better Job training.
- Training facilities provided in the company was not at all satisfactory. Subsidized training must be provided with good quality.
- Employees may be provided with better training to increase the development of the organization.
- They suggestions were given for consideration of management, but it was left to the management to look into those aspects with a positive approach and take final decision.[21]-[25]

VII. CONCLUSION

Training and development is the need one today and these two are interdependent with each other.

The study reveals that the employees are interest in the training but it should be grab the employees. I suggest that the Raj electronics management should concentrate in the development the way of training

This enhancing the level of training to the employees. It is clear from the study that the employee in the Rajis fully satisfied with all the development provided to them. They are not satisfied with the training Technicalities and policies and training process.

For solving the problems the Board of Directors has to take necessary steps. They want to decide the program for full utilization of resources. Raj has realized and runs the programmes that improve the skills of the employees. It means operating of the basis meritocracy that you can get ahead in their work, regardless of one’s background.
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